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Dealer

nèoCatalog

nèoRapportPro

Image catalog, colorways and ambient simu-
lation in your web!

nèoCatalog is the state-of-the-art web solution that 
unifies and organizes all your design. The powerful 
SQL engine searches for all information using third-
party applications.

Colorways

Create colorways with your desired color library just 
by using a web browser, without any other software. 
This is nèoCatalog.

Ambien simulation

Simulate your design collection on many objects in 
best quality just with one single click!

Buy

nèoCatalog can also generate on-the-fly order forms 
directly from your customers to be printed.

Security

Several user-levels with multiple privileges can be 
organized. Setting exclusivity of designs and color-
ways is supported and can be activated any time

Customize

nèoCatalog can be connected to your company‘s 
database and is customizable for individual web in-
tegration. Many languages are supported: English, 
Spanish, Italian, Portuguese and Catalan.

File repeatability

nèoRapportPro offers all requirements to create a 
repeat of a design. Use a fix offset (1/1, 1/2, 1/4, 
etc.) or an individual drop in vertical or horizontal 
direction. Generate the repeatability of designs with 
any image size.

It comes with a special preview window that imme-
diately follows your adjustments on repeat creation 
in real-time.

nèoRapportPro is directly connected to Adobe Pho-
toshop allowing to repeat using the move tool.



colorway separation applied texture simulation

Create unlimited colorways

nèoColorations allows to create single and multiple 
colorways using standardized and individual color 
libraries as well as monitor-based colouring through 
calibrated ICC profiles.

Create your separations in Photoshop with nèoMulti-
comiaPro or import multiple color channels from any 
third-party CAD system, combine them and work 
with multichannel grayscales in a singe file.

With nèoColorations you can create any desired 
colorway (in RGB, CMYK or LAB color space) and 
save the calculated variations with any file format 
supported by Photoshop.

Print layouts

Create your own customized layouts, set the size of 
the colorways to be exported and attach the color 
chips with additional color information or other im-
portant notes.

Digital print

Print on paper or textile with best color accuracy 
using hueman CMS in nèoStampa. This powerful 
combination allows you to save costs caused by the 
expensive and time-consuming sampling process in 
your factory.

In addition to this nèoColorations can also print di-
rectly to any desktop or small-format printer using 
the standard printer driver. Combine with the EyeO-
ne spectrophotometer to create new color libraries 
with accurate color matching.

Industrial color separations

nèoMulticomiaPro is the professional tool to create 
color separations from any scan or image in RGB.

With up to 256 gray levels for each separation nèo-
MulticomiaPro now generates smooth and high-qua-
lity color separations.

Automated separations

The new method for automatic color selection sup-
ports special settings for spot colors and halftones.

Never before it has been easier and faster to create 
color separations of an image.

Manual separations

The new tools assist in the color separation process. 
Simply select a color decide to add or substract with 
another.

Drag and drop the separations in order to join or 
exclude them.

The new keyboard shortcuts will speed up your color 
separation process.

More methods

Create easily dark and light colors, combine your 
color separations with addition or substraction and 
preview the combinations in real-time.

High quality

With up to 256 gray levels per color separation and 
full control of the gray level curve for each separati-
on you‘ll get out the maximum quality.

Ambien simulation in 3D

nèoVirtualVision is the virtual simulation engine for 
Adobe Photoshop, showing designs, pattern, ima-
ges or colors on any object in 3D.

By preserving the shadow effects from the original 
picture the result is a realistic simulation of the ori-
ginal ambience with the desired texture.

Expand your possibilities by demonstrating your de-
signs before they are even printed!

More ambience

Now offering more ambient collections, you are rea-
dy to go.

Send us one picture of an ambience and our team 
will be pleased to prebuild the panels for you.

Simulations

nèoVirtualVision is designed for simulations on fa-
shion, home textiles, graphic arts, advertisement, 
automotive and many other markets.

Build and present your catalog to your customers 
using the latest collection without the requirement 
of physically producing your designs.

Quality

The simulations are generated using the high-qua-
lity engine by preserving the shadow effects of the 
original ambience.

All textures can be scaled and rotated but always 
showing the original scale and flair of the object.
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